If you have a prayer request, please contact the church office at 440-543-1071 or by email at valleypc@netlink.net.

PLEASE PRAY FOR VALLEY MEMBERS

Benjamin Anderson  Larry Graham  Bill & Ginger Stilson
Pat Bleakney  Alice Heineman  The Welling Family
Michelle Brockett  Scott Olsen  Buzz Wilson
Blaine Bush  Jewel Paynther  Bob Winn
Shirley Casarona

PLEASE PRAY FOR VPC FAMILY AND FRIENDS

Damien Foster—son of Judi Hahn
Susan Linney—friend of Judy Vernon
Isabella Kassay—granddaughter of Marilyn Bulanda
Sue Myer—friend of Donna Bush
Lauren Beyea—friend of Valley
Bill Augustajtis—cousin of Marilyn Bulanda
Patti Bulanda—niece of Marilyn Bulanda
Peggie Jo & Alan Shinagawa—friends of Valley
John Cunningham—friend of Valley
Frank LaRosa—friend of Sharon Edds
Barbara Shaw—aunt of Donna Bush
Jerry Daugherty—friend of Michele Louis
Landon Hilditch—grandson of Roy & Pat Nichols
Hayden Johnson—friend of Glenna Pool
Christy Khouri—daughter of Kay Scherr
Tyler & Claire Rex—brother and sister-in-law of Courtney Crawford
Joe Burke—brother of Pat Nichols
Rhonda McLean—sister-in-law of Bill & Carlotta McLean
Scott McLean—brother of Bill & Carlotta McLean
Ginger Belding—friend of Roy & Pat Nichols
Florence Cruise—mother of Judi Hahn
The Lupton Family—family of Mary Hatch
Jay & Mary Scholes—family of Kathy Scholes Davis
Laurie Scholes Knomer—family of Kathy Scholes Davis
Chris Aster—relative of Donna Lucas
Doris Nuckols—friend of Glenna Pool
John Palmer—brother of Marilyn Rodenhausen
Pamela Baldwin—aunt of Dusty Timmons
Mary Mazzant—friend of Dusty Timmons
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